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MULTI

TRAMONTINA
For Tramontina, to do things beautifully
well is to do them with love, valuing the
pleasure people feel when they use the
brand’s products. This pleasure of making
things is where the company and its clients
come together. This philosophy has been
honored by Tramontina since its founding over
one hundred years ago.
Today the company has eight thousand
employees responsible for a wide range of
products for different market segments such
as kitchen utilities and appliances, wooden
and plastic furniture, electrical hardware and
agriculture, gardening, construction, industrial,
and automotive maintenance tools.
The posture towards sustainability –
doing beautifully well when caring for
the environment and collaborating with
the communities where the company
is present – accompanies the brand in
Brazil and in the various continents where
it operates, selling products in over 120
countries. Tramontina’s motivation and
pleasure lie in the desire to create and do
things beautifully well so that its clients can
also do beautifully well in their daily lives.

TRAMONTINA MULTI
Tramontina Multi was founded in Carlos Barbosa, in
the state of Rio Grande do Sul, in 1982. It now has
an industrial area of over 85,000 m² and more than
850 employees who manufacture over 800 different
products, including tools for gardening, agriculture and
civil construction, equipments for gardening and riding
vehicles, such as lawn mowers, hoses, shovels, picks and
wheelbarrows.
All products are manufactured with the latest technology
and innovation.
With this wide range of products and focus on doing
things well to make people’s lives easier, Multi operates in
the domestic and international markets with around 20%
of its industrial capacity exporting to over 70 countries.
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RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT
CIPeD
The CIPeD [Tramontina Center of Innovation,
Research, and Development] is comprised
of modern laboratories that bring together
the latest generation of equipment to facilitate
the development of agriculture, gardening, and
construction products, which meet the highest
manufacturing standards.
The CIPeD consists of:
Metallographic laboratory.
Physical-chemical analysis laboratory.
Durability testing laboratory.
Equipment testing laboratory.
Mechanical and dimensional testing laboratory.
Casting laboratory.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

NOTE

To help technical assistants and clients,
Tramontina has a team of technical advisers
and mobile units.

The company reserves the right to make
alterations to any of the products presented
in this catalogue without prior notice.

To schedule an appointment, please contact
the representative in your area.

Some of the products are outsourced through
manufacturing agreements and there
are strict standards, controls, specifications,
and Tramontina’s guarantee.
All images are for illustrative purposes only.

agriculture and
civil construct ion

TOOLS

Manufacturing quality tools that are not harmful
to the environment is part of Tramontina Multi’s
philosophy.
The Tramontina’s tools are lightweight
and demand less physical effort from the user,
which allows for increased productivity.
Tools are manufactured in special carbon steel
with full hardening of parts, guaranteeing
a product that is light, strong, and resistant.
Painting that ensuring resistance against rust
and remains aesthetically pleasing.
Handles are ergonomic and resistant,
produced with wood from renewable sources.
Handle with a varnished finish, giving shine
and a smooth touch to the product.
The plastic bushing system finish provides
the perfect securing of the blade/handle
assembly, and helps to absorb impact
when the tool is in use.

WHEELBARROWS
Tramontina has developed a complete range
of wheelbarrows, concentrating on all activities
involved in agriculture, gardening, and civil
construction.
Different parts – buckets, handles, and wheels – made
of high quality raw materials, ensure increased
strength and a great finish.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Products manufactured according to Norm ABNT NBR 16269.
Reinforced bucket edge.
Ergonomic grips.
Steel axes with high strength and self-lubricating
nylon bushing.
Metallic bucket resistant against oxidation
or high resistance plastic bucket.
Self-locking nuts: prevents bolts from coming loose
and keeps the assembled product secure.

Reinforced
structure

6

Round tip for
easy disposal

Self-lubricating
nylon bushing

PICKS AND MATTOCKS
With their strong ends, pick mattocks are tools
used for digging hard terrain and breaking
and pulling out rocks.
They can be used in agriculture, gardening,
and civil construction.
Tramontina has pick mattocks in different models
and sizes – different combinations of ends: points,
narrow trowels, wide trowels, and axes. The plastic
bushing fitting prevents the handle from coming
loose from the blade and helps absorb impact
during use.

metallic hexagonal
BARS
Made with extremely resistant material, they
work as a level and are ideal for removing heavy,
stubborn materials.
One flat end and one pointy end. Both ends
are sharp.
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mason’s
TROWELS

square
TROWELS

Mason’s trowels are used for breaking and leveling
bricks, and for spreading mortar or any other
substance used in construction.

Smooth square trowels can be used on
masonry operations to spread mortar and
plaster, make textures, or to level surfaces
evenly making them smooth. They can also be
used as support for the mortar to be applied
in portions with the mason’s trowel.

For more resistance and less wear during use,
the Tramontina mason’s trowels are entirely
tempered. The metal guard protects the handle
against breaking and cracking.

smooth

Tramontina offers diverse models of trowels – choose
the most suitable for your task. They are available
in sizes 6”, 7”, 8”, 9”, and 10”.
Notched square trowels can be used to make
grooves on the setting material of tiles on
flooring and walls.

notched
Square trowels with sponge are used in
finishing and straightening plaster, as well as
removing excess mortar from the construction.

with sponge
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SCRAPERS
Scrapers are useful for scraping off paint,
cement, and other residues. They are essential
in handling and applying plaster, adhesives,
mortar, resins, and similar products.
Tramontina scrapers are available in various
models: metallic [with a 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12 cm blade]
and plastic [with a 4, 6, 8, or 10 cm blade].

mortar
BUCKETS
For easy transportation of material in small
or large renovations, the Tramontina mortar
bucket is perfect.
The buckets are made of highly resistant
plastic, resulting in a durable and light
product. They have metallic handles with
a plastic grip and are available with capacity
for 8 or 11 liters.

8L

11 L
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SHOVELS

Round mouth shovel, to gather and carry materials.

shove
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Tramontina has a wide range of shovels in many
different shapes and with different features
to cater for all activities in agriculture, gardening,
and construction.

ls

Shovels can be purchased with or without a handle.
Models with a handle are available with a long
handle, plastic grip, or metallic grip.

Square shovel, to gather and carry materials
such as sand, gravel, and dirt – on level surfaces.

Long handle
(120 cm)

Handle with
plastic grip
(71 cm)

square shove

Handle with
metallic grip
(74 cm)

ls

Square and round point drain spades are used
for cutting the soil. This is why they have a ferrule
to support your foot to force the spade into
the ground.
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Plastic shovel for transporting corrosive
materials and materials such as grain, feed,
salt, ice, and sawdust.

plastic shove
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HOES
The Tramontina hoe is light and resistant, to make
your work less tiring yet more productive.
Tramontina offers hoes in many different shapes
to help with jobs in agriculture, gardening, and
construction: for digging and tilling the soil
[adding fertilizer and nutrients], for shaping
flowerbeds, and weeding. In construction, they can
be used for moving sand or mortar, and also for
scraping residue off tools during construction work.

curvature
of hoes

They have 3 angles in relation to the handle:

closed

Ideal for scraping the soil, for easier removal
of weeds, superficial roots, scraping residue
from construction jobs, and others.

intermediate
Ideal to hoe the soil superficially. In construction,
it facilitates the preparation of mortar and
other mixtures.

st r a i g h t
Recommended for deep digging and tilling
the soil. Used to harvest roots and make rows
for planting.

AXES
The axe is a cutting tool, mainly used for cutting
tree bark and chopping firewood. Due to their
practicality, axes are widely used in camping
and farming activities.
The plastic bushing fitting ensures a tougher handle,
firmer grip, and shock absorption during use.
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RAKES
Rakes are used to gather up ground waste, such
as dead leaves, debris, gravel, small branches, plant
debris, etc. They are also used to plough or loosen
up the soil, to mix fertilizers into the soil, or to
level the soil when the earth is tilled, to form
a smooth ground surface.
To cater to all this activities, Tramontina has light
and heavy curved rakes, stamped teeth rakes,
and coffee rakes. Available in models with 12, 14,
15, and 16 teeth.

12

Teeth

14

Teeth

15

Teeth

16

Teeth

FORKS
Whether it is to remove debris, stack hay, mix
fertilizer, till the soil, or move gravel or grit,
Tramontina has the ideal model of garden fork
or pitchfork to meet any demand.
Available in various sizes and models [for dirt
or gravel; made of straight or curved wires],
with 4, 5, or 10 teeth.

04

Teeth

05

Teeth

10

Teeth
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post hole
DIGGERS

DIGGERS
Tramontina diggers are essential tools for
construction work, gardening, and vegetable
patches. They help to dig holes, delineate borders,
and till the soil.
The diggers are sold without a handle, with
a wooden handle, or with a metallic handle with
tamper to help tamp the earth, set stakes, or press
other objects into the ground.

In addition to digging and removing soil all
at once, the post hole diggers can also be used
to move plants, dig holes, and much more.
All this is done with a hardened steel blade,
which ensures increased strength.

Post for
more safety
and comfort
Metallic handle
with tamper

m et a l l i c h a n d l
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Post avoids
damage to
hands

SICKLES AND GRASS HOOKS
Tramontina has different models and sizes of sickles
and grass hooks that cater to local agricultural needs.
Sickles are used for cutting grass and brush,
thinning out small bushes, and harvesting certain
types of crops, such as sugarcane, bananas,
palm trees, cocoa, and coconuts.
Grass hooks are used for cutting grass and cereals
such as rice, whey, and soy beans.

wood
HANDLES
In addition to being highly resistant,
the handles are produced with wood from
renewable sources which goes through a drying
process that ensures quality of products.
All handles have a varnished finish for a better
appearance. The transparent protective varnish
layer enhances the color and adds shine and
a smooth touch to the product.

Varnished
handle
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gardening

TOOLS

Working in the garden is a great way to relax
and recharge your batteries, especially if the tools
you choose have been manufactured from sources
of renewable energy and raw materials that
do not harm the environment, as are the gardening
tools made by Tramontina.
A wide range of metal and plastic tools that
meet all the demands for maintaining your
garden or orchard.
Painting that ensuring resistance against rust
and remains aesthetically pleasing.
Plastic tools are made using specific raw materials
according to their intended use [polypropylene,
nylon, ABS, etc.].
Handles are ergonomic and resistant,
produced with wood from renewable sources.
Handle with a varnished finish, giving shine
and a smooth touch to the product.

SWEET GARDEN Collect ion
The “Sweet Garden” collection fascinates everyone
with its lovingly made gardening tools and
products, which facilitate flower and plant
care and enhance homes.
Most Sweet Garden products use Green Plastic –
a recyclable material made from a renewable
source [sugarcane].

18

BONSAI Collect ion
The Bonsai art is an ancient practice, which has
increasingly gained popularity around the world.
With the lovers and practitioners of Bonsai in mind,
Tramontina developed a collection of professional
stainless steel tools for that purpose, essential
for tending to your plants.

diagonal
cut ter
concave
cut ter

r ak e
pruning
shears

wire
cut ter

l eaf
scissors
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SHORT HANDLE TOOLS
weeding hoes, and fruit pickers
Tramontina helps you with your gardening tasks.
We have all the tools you need to tend to your
flower and plant beds and pots.
For more comfort and practicality when tending
to flower and plant beds, the best tools are those
with a medium or long handle.
Lightweight products that demands less physical
effort from the user, resulting in more pleasant
work.

garden
TOOL SETS
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metallic and plast ic
LAWN/LEAF RAKE
Make your spaces look incredible with Tramontina’s
lawn/leaf rakes. An excellent option for the
maintenance of gardens of all sizes.
Light and practical, they are great for raking cut
grass, leaves that fall with the wind, and other debris.
Available in models with 18, 22, 26, and 30 teeth.

wire tteeeett hh
or flat wire
a
fixed or adjust

ble

18

Teeth

22

Teeth

26

Teeth

30

Teeth

wood
FENCES
Tramontina garden fences are incredibly useful
for better organization and presentation
of vegetable gardens and gardens in general.
They can be used to delineate flower beds and
to fence small plants in either straight or curved
areas – all thanks to its jointed support system.
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pruning
SHEARS
The pruning shears are designed for pruning fruit
trees, flowers, and ornamental plants.
Tramontina shears are lightweight, practical,
and ergonomic, making using them more comfortable.
Additionally, the blades perform a precise
and smooth cut.

bypasesr
prun
The blade and
counter-blade cross
(ideal for green branches)

anviler
prun
The blade cuts the branch and
hits a fixed base, the anvil
(ideal for dry and hard branches)

grass and hedge
SHEARS
Hedges are ideal for dividing an estate or decorating
your garden with artistic forms. They need to be
trimmed so they can grow dense and healthy.
Lawns also need to have their edges trimmed for
a flawless look.
For these tasks, Tramontina has a complete range
of grass and hedge shears for trimming lawns
and hedges.

22

lopping
SHEARS
For cutting and trimming thicker branches
and bushes, the ideal tools are the lopping shears.
You can choose the tool with a wooden or metallic
handle [which can be fixed or extended from
46.5 to 78 cm].

extendable handles

System
that improves
cutting power

pruning saws and tree
PRUNERS
For cutting and trimming branches, which are thicker
than Ø 50 mm, at home or when camping, the ideal
tools are the tree pruners and the pruning saws.
For higher branches, there are 1.5 m and 3 m –
long options.
The products have an exclusive cutting system with
3 edges, cutting in both directions – ensuring a precise
and clean cut, accelerating the healing of the branch.

Teeth with
3 cutting edges
23

sprinkling

SYSTEMS

Tramontina has developed a line of intelligent
and adapted products that help keep gardens
looking green and attractive. In addition, they
contribute to reducing the amount of water used,
saving this important natural resource.
There are countless accessories, made of high
quality raw materials, that offer an accurate
and reliable option for irrigation.
The Tramontina sprinkling system products
are sold by the unit, in single packs, flow packs,
plastic pots, and display boxes.

garden
HOSES
Internal layer of PVC
Textile reinforcement of
polyester string thread
External layer of PVC

3 LAYER HOSE

Resistant up to 12 bar (174 psi) and 50 °C

First layer of PVC
Second layer of PVC
(with anti-algae protection)
Third layer of PVC
Textile reinforcement of
polyester string thread
External layer of PVC

Does not twist or
bend (constant
water flow) and
is easy to roll up

5 LAYER HOSE

Resistant up to 18 bar (261 psi) and 50 °C

The line of Tramontina hoses are manufactured
with highly flexible and resistant materials
that enable the hose to reach the hardest
spots when watering your lawn.
Layer of PVC

1 LAYER HOSE

Resistant up to 5 bar (72.5 psi) and 30 °C

Layer of rubber

SOAKER HOSE

Resistant up to 4 bar (58 psi) and 50 °C
26

hose
REELS

hose
WALL RACKS

The Tramontina hose reels are essential accessories
for storing your Tramontina hose which makes
it easier to use.

Light and versatile, the Tramontina wall racks
are incredibly practical accessories to store
hoses and keep your garden organized.

They take up minimal space and allow you to use
only the desired length of hose.
Components are made of plastic material
and metallic or wire tubes.

garden
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adapters and
CONNECTORS
Tramontina adapters and connectors are responsible
for linking the system to the water network
and outlets.
The Tramontina sprinkling system products
are sold by the unit, in single packs, flow packs,
plastic pots, and display boxes.
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sprayers, spray guns, and
SPRINKLERS
The sprayers, spray guns, and sprinklers are used
to irrigate gardens, lawns, and domestic vegetable
gardens.
The products can be connected to 1/2”, 3/4”, and
5/8” hoses with quick connectors.
They are breakthrough tools for any irrigation system.
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SPRAYERS
The Tramontina sprayers are ideal for applying
insecticide, herbicide, fungicide, natural solutions,
fertilizer, and also for watering plants.

green asndanludsh
gardenble patches
v e g et a

MANUAL SPRAYERS
Adjustable sprayer nozzle.
Highly resistant plastic body.

0.5 L 1 L
PRE-COMPRESSED MANUAL
ONE-HANDLE PRESSURE SPRAYERS
Highly resistant plastic body.
Pump with internal metallic piston.
Activating trigger with lock.
Adjustable copper sprayer nozzle.
Pressure relief valve.

1.5 L 2 L

SPRAYER WITH
SHOULDER STRAP
Wide mouth for easy filling.
Internal pressure relief valve.
Metal handle for pressurization.
Lightweight, resistant, and ergonomic.
Adjustable nozzle.
Belt for support.

5L

MANUAL KNAPSACK
SPRAYERS
Design follows the shape
of the human body.
Pressure relief valve.
Come with 3 sprayer nozzles.
Replacement kit included.
No tools required to assemble.

16 L 20 L
30

Pressure
relief valve

Pre-compressed
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EQUIPMENTS
To produce quality equipments – efficient,
light, safe, easy-to-operate, and committed to
respecting the environment – this is Tramontina
Multi’s philosophy.
Equipments to look after gardens, lawns,
and areas of grass, with love:
Electric nylon string trimmers.
Electric and combustion lawn mowers.
Combustion grass trimmers.
Electric hedge trimmers.
Combustion blower and vacuum.
Shredders.
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electric nylon string
TRIMMERS
With design and details that make it easier to use,
the nylon string trimmers are the best option to finish
and work on the outlines and edges of your lawn.
Created specifically to trim places that the lawn
mower does not reach, the trimmers are easy to use
and ensure a perfect finish when you are mowing the
lawn or trimming the garden.
Available in different power ratings [700 W, 1000 W,
or 1500 W] and with cutting diameters between
25 and 28 cm.
Certified products by Inmetro [Brazilian Institute
of Metrology, Quality and Technology] according
to OCP-0034, NCC, regulation, safety, compulsory.

SPECIAL FEATURES
The longer and more ergonomic trigger makes it easier
and more comfortable to use.
Bottom asymmetrical guard for a better grass output
flow and to improve approximation to corners for
a perfect cut.
The grip handle is adjustable and can be better adapted
to the operator’s height.
The built-in handle is a great option for transportation.

Adjustable
handle

Built-in handle
for transportation

Asymmetrical
guard

d i r e c ty
d i s p l ai n t s
a t p oa l e
of s
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electric
LAWN MOWERS

Certified products by Inmetro [Brazilian
Institute of Metrology, Quality, and
Technology] according to OCP-0034,
NCC, regulation, safety, compulsory.

Tramontina’s electric lawn mowers are an excellent
solution to mowing your lawn.
They are available with different cutting diameters
[30, 35, and 45 cm], a metallic or plastic chassis,
and different power levels [from 1100 W to 2500 W].
Its unique and innovative design makes your job much
more comfortable and pleasant. The equipment
is ideal to maintain any lawn – safe, lightweight,
and practical to operate, transport, and store.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Innovative design and lightness of equipment.
Lawn mowers with different power levels
and excellent performance.
Comfortable and easy to operate.
One year warranty.
Technical support available throughout Brazil.

Handle to
facilitate
transporting
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Double ignition
switch

High-efficiency
grass catcher

combustion
LAWN MOWERS
For more autonomy and efficiency tending to lawns,
mainly larger areas or in places where electric energy
is not available, Tramontina has various models
of combustion lawn mowers.
All models feature a high-resistant metallic chassis
and are available with engines of 4 or 6 hp,
with cutting diameters varying between 39, 45,
and 50 cm.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Robust equipment, efficient for tending to lawns.
Easy and comfortable to operate.
Highly reliable, safe combustion engines.
Rubber coated wheels with double sealed bearings.
Special tempered steel blade, positioned above
the chassis.
Technical support available throughout Brazil.

One-piece
axles reinforce
machine’s
structure

Ergonomic
handle

Large wheels
for easier
movement
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electric hedge
TRIMMER
Equipment used for trimming hedges and other
bushes.
It is lightweight, compact, easy to handle, and quiet.
Double ignition switch.
Adjustable grip angle; allows 180°
rotation and 5 locking positions.

combustion
GRASS TRIMMERS
Developed for a wide range
of trimming purposes, they offer
an excellent performance, precise
cut, and fuel savings with work
efficiency and total safety.

s t u rcdiye natn d
effi

600 W

50 cm

Power

Cutting
blade

10:1

240 km/h

Double ignition switch.
Asymmetrical and multi-position arm.
Two-stroke engines: 32.6 cc [1.2 hp] and 42.7 cc [1.7 hp].
The grass trimmer includes safety goggles, gas mixer,
a basic wrench kit for maintenance, supporting belt,
and a reel of nylon string.

combustion
BLOWER AND VACUUM
The combustion blower and vacuum SAC27
is lightweight, easy to handle, and ideal for cleaning
driveways and lawns. On farms and ranches it can
be used to clean machinery and agricultural tools.
A reduction of up to 10x in the volume
of vacuumed material.
Speed control knob for easy
handling of product.
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1 hp/27 cc

35 L

Power

Bag catcher

Air speed
(blower mode)

SHREDDERS
Tramontina’s shredders are powerful and robust,
recommended for intense use in gardening and rural
activities. These equipments are ideal for cutting
and shredding fodder [sugarcane, corn, grasses, etc.],
grinding seeds and grains for animal feed of all sorts.
They also shreds branches, leaves, and other materials
that can be made into natural fertilizer.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Models TRF25 and TRE25 feature fixed hammers
made in a 9.5 mm thick steel sheet, which are highly
resistant against breakages.
Other models feature 6 to 10 moveable hammers, which
help to break materials down, enhancing productivity
and providing more autonomy, as it is possible to use all
4 corners of the hammers.
Total usage of the shredded material: hooks to hang
the bag.

Made with
a strengthened
steel sheet,
which ensures
a longer lasting
machine

Grounding
system
(protection from
electric shocks)

The upper
funnel is
equipped with
a grain input
control system
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riding

VEHICLES
Tramontina Multi has a complete line of riding
vehicles, which includes electric utility vehicles
and riding lawn mowers.
The devices are high-performance and designed
to assist the user in tasks such as driving over rough
terrain, cutting wide lawns and fast and quiet
transport.
Robust, off-road design.
The vehicles are light, safe, and easy to drive.
Different accessories that enhance the use
of the equipments.
Equipments with different powers, all with
great performance.
Technical support available throughout Brazil.

electric utility
VEHICLES

ogistic
multiipolne sl!
solut

Electric utility vehicles Elettro are ideal for those
who want light and silent vehicles to transport loads
or passengers. Easy to drive, the utility vehicles
are made in Brazil and offer technical assistance
all over the country.
Fully environmentally responsible, they do not
release CO2, are quiet, and run on batteries,
which can be recharged at any electrical outlet
in both 127 V and 220 V networks.
For those who prefer customized vehicles, it is
possible to choose from eight cover and roof colors
at no extra cost.

les
E l e t t r oe lvpe hyiocu
will h utifully
d o b e an y o u r
well i ss
busine
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riding
LAWN MOWERS
Robust and specially developed for cutting wide
lawns such as soccer fields and golf courses, ranches,
rural properties, residential condominiums,
and others.
As they are riding vehicles, they offer more facility
and performance when cutting the grass. The lawn
mowers have optional accessories such as sweeper/
catcher, soft roof, and steel cart.

Designed and built in Brazil.
Automatic transmission.
Easy to maintain and low-cost replacement parts.
The Trotter can be used as a utility vehicle by removing
the cutting deck.
Four large wheels ideal for rough terrain [off-road concept].

500 cc

16.5 hp 100 cm 9,000 m /h
2

Engine

Power

725 cc

25 hp

Engine

Power

Cutting
width

Average
productivity

Steering wheel for easier maneuvering.
The system allows you to cut the grass while the
equipment maneuver around its own axis [360° spin]
providing efficiency and high productivity.
Super sturdy chassis.
Ignition locks if the operator is not seated.
Upholstered, ergonomic seat with 4 settings.

360°

spin

137 cm 13,000 m /h
2

Cutting
width

Average
productivity
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TRAMONTINA’S BUSINESS STRUCTURE ABROAD
Tramontina Africa (PTY) LTD (TRAF)

Tramontina Singapore PTE (TRASING)

Johannesburg, South Africa
+ 27 (11) 300 9500

Singapore
+ 65 6635 6264

Tramontina Caribe S.A. (TCARIBE)

Tramontina UAE LLC (TDUBAI)

Panama City, Panama
+ 507 309 9507

Dubai, UAE
+ 971 (4) 450 4301

Tramontina de Chile Ltda. (TCHILE)

Tramontina United Kingdom Ltd. (TUK)

Santiago, Chile
+ 56 (2) 2676 5000

London, England
+ 44 (0) 20 3176 4558

Tramontina de Colombia S A S (TECOL)

Tramontina USA , Inc. (TUSA)

Bogota, Colombia
+ 57 (1) 623 4500

Texas, USA
+ 1 (281) 340 8400

Tramontina del Ecuador S.A. (TECUADOR)

Tramontina U.S. Cookware, Inc. (TUSC)

Guayaquil, Ecuador
+ (5934) 545 1794

Wisconsin, USA
+ 1 (281) 340 8400

Tramontina del Perú S. A. C. (TPERU)

Tramontina West Africa Ltd. (TNIGERIA)

Lima, Peru
+ 51 (1) 421 2135

Lagos, Nigeria
+ (234) 80 6610 2977

Tramontina de México S.A. de C. V. (TEMEX)

TRAS Marketing & Sales PTY Ltd. (TRAS)

Huixquilucan, México
+ 52 (55) 5950 0470

Sidney, Australia
+ 61 2 96741799

Tramontina Design & Service, Inc. (TDS)

TUSA-HK LTD Guangzhou
Representative Office (TUSA HK)

Texas, USA
+ 1 (281) 340 8400

Tramontina Germany GmbH (TGERMANY)
Cologne, Germany
+ 49 (221) 7789 991-0
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Guangzhou, China
+ (86 20) 3879 9701

TRAMONTINA MULTI S.A.
Rodovia BR-470/RS, Km 230 - CEP 95185-000
Carlos Barbosa - RS - Brasil - Tel: + 55 [54] 3461.8250
tramontina.com

